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Hang two open pairs on each of two 
temporary pins above the centre top 
pinholes. 
 
 
 

Using the centre two pairs make a  
cloth stitch, pin, cloth stitch into the 
centre top pinhole. 
 
 

Hang two open pairs on a temporary 
pins  to the right of the existing tempo-
rary pins above the centre pinhole. 
 
 
 

Cloth stitch pair 5 through pair 4, twist 
pair 5. place a pin in pinhole B, with 
pair 5 above it. 
 
Pair 4 and pair 6 will become the 
worker pairs for the right footside. 
 



Cloth stitch pair 5 through first passive 
pair (pair 3) 

Hang two open pairs on a temporary 
pins  to the left of the existing tempo-
rary pins above the centre pinhole. 
(pairs I and ii) 

Cloth stitch pair ii through pairs 2 and 
pair 5. 
 
Pair 2 and 5 become the left foot-
side passives. 
 
Pair ii and 3 become the right foot-
side passives. 

Cloth stitch pair ii through pair 1, twist 
pair ii. place a pin in pinhole C, with 
pair ii above it. 
 
Pair i and pair 1 will become the 
worker pairs for the left footside. 

Twist pair 1, cloth stitch through the 
left side passives, twist. 
 
Twist pair 4, cloth stitch through the 
right side passives, twist 
 
Pair 1 and 4 are footside workers 



Cloth stitch pairs 1 and 4. Pin at D. Close 
pin with cloth stitch. Twist both pairs. 

Cloth stitch pair 1 through left footside 
passive pairs, twist pair 1. Pin at E. Cloth 
stitch through other left footside worker 
(i), twist both pairs. 

Cloth stitch left footside worker pair i 
through left footside passive pairs, twist 
worker pair. Pin at F. 
 
Hang open a new pair on F. 
 

Cloth stitch left footside worker pair i 
through new pair, twist, cloth stitch pair i 
through left footside passive pairs, twist 
worker pair, Pin at G. Cloth stitch through 
other left footside worker (pair 1) 
 
 

Take out temporary pins and ease the 
threads into the pattern. 



Cloth stitch pair 4 through right footside 
passive pairs, twist pair 1. Pin at H. 
Cloth stitch through other right footside 
worker (pair 6), twist both pairs. 

Cloth stitch right footside worker pair 6 
through right footside passive pairs, 
twist worker pair. Pin at I. 
 
Hang open a new pair on I. 
 

Cloth stitch right footside worker pair 
6 through new pair, twist, cloth stitch 
pair 6 through right footside passive 
pairs, twist worker pair, Pin at J. Cloth 
stitch through other right footside 
worker (pair 4) 
 
 

Continue along top footside, hanging 
in an open pair at each blue dot. 
 
 



Work piece as usual 



To work the bottom footside, bring 
each pair from the centre work into the 
passives area.  
 
Cloth stitch them as part of the passive 
to the next inner pin.  
 
Toss out the previous inner pins pair 

Bring in the next pair from the centre 
work.  
 
Toss out the previous inner pins pair 

Bring each pair from the centre work 
into the passives area.  
 
Cloth stitch them as part of the passive 
to the next inner pin.  
 

Continue in this vein until you reach the 
centre bottom pins. 
 
Plait, weave or tie off as usual. 


